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ABSTRACT
Flavonoids are valuable phytochemicals for human health and nutrition. Jute (Corchorus capsularis and C. olitorius), a vegetable rich in phenolics and flavonoids, is globally consumed for its health benefit, but the biosynthesis pathways and metabolic profiles of its flavonoids are poorly characterized. Elucidating the flavonoid biosynthesis pathways would augment the broader use of jute, including targeted synthesis of its specific flavonoids. We reconstructed the core flavonoid biosynthesis pathways in jute by integrating transcriptome mining, HPLC and flavonoid histochemistry. In C. capsularis (white jute), the flavonoid biosynthesis pathways’ metabolic flux was driven toward the biosynthesis of proanthocyanidins that mediate the acquisition of abiotic stress tolerance. However, higher levels of flavonols in C. olitorius (tossa jute) render it more suitable for nutritional and medicinal use. Jute flavonoid extract exhibited in vitro inhibition of matrix metalloproteinase-2, suggesting its potential chemopreventive and immunity-boosting roles. Using the flavonoid biosynthesis pathways profiles of 93 plant species, we reconstructed the flavonoid biosynthesis pathways phylogeny based on distance-based clustering of reaction paths. This reaction-path flavonoid biosynthesis pathways phylogeny was quite distinct from that reconstructed using individual gene sequences. Our flavonoid biosynthesis pathways-based classification of flavonoid groups corroborates well with their chemical evolution, suggesting complex, adaptive evolution of flavonoid biosynthesis pathways, particularly in higher plants.

Supplementary material is available under https://doi.org/10.1055/a-1712-7978.
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Introduction

Flavonoids represent a wide variety of secondary metabolites ubiquitously distributed in the plant kingdom, contributing to diverse physiological functions including pigmentation, plant defense, stress response, nodulation, UV-protection, auxin transport, root development, pollen fertility, and fruit development [1, 2]. They are valuable for human health and nutrition as antioxidants, cardio-vascular disease protectants, and anti-allergen, anti-cancer, and anti-inflammatory agents [3]. Since they constitute an essential component of prophylactic measures for SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19) patients [4], identifying plant dietary sources containing high concentrations of flavonoids has recently drawn renewed interest. Jute (white jute, Corchorus capsularis L.; tossa jute, C. olitorius L.; Malvaceae s. l.), a bast fiber crop, is valued worldwide as a health-promoting leafy vegetable for its high micronutrient, vitamin, phenolics and flavonoid content and is used in many countries as salad, cooked vegetable, soup and beverage [5]. It exhibits the highest antioxidant activity among major vegetables [6]. With a very high oxygen radical absorbance capacity, it is a component of the famous “Okinawa diet” historically recommended for prolonged lifespan and better health [7]. In addition, ethnomedical uses of jute as anti-aging, anti-hemorrhagic, anti-cystitis, hypoglycemic, anti-obesity, and gastro-protective elixir are well established [5, 8].

Though chemical analyses identified many flavonoids in jute [6, 9, 10], there are contradictory reports that could provide only an abstruse idea of the flavonoids synthesized in it, perhaps due to the presence of mucilaginous compounds that interfere in sample extraction [9]. Moreover, other factors, such as the presence of diverse derivatives with similar structures, metabolite channeling, analytical system and metabolite cut-off size also interfere with chemical analyses of phenolics and flavonoids [11]. Metabolic pathway identification has recently progressed beyond chemical analyses to overcome such limitations. Genomic and transcriptomic databases are increasingly utilized to reconstruct metabolic pathways combined with chemical analyses [12, 13]. However, a comprehensive reconstruction of the FBPs in a flavonoid-rich vegetable has not been reported yet.

The jute plant extract was also very promising for growth inhibition and degradation of carcinoma cell lines [14, 15]. Since Taiwo et al. [15] suggested a role of jute phenolics in anti-tumorigenic activity, it will be interesting to investigate the potential role of its flavonoids. MMPs, a group of endopeptidases involved in tumor cell metastasis, are widely used as cancer biomarkers and therapeutic targets [16]. As flavonoid extracts, particularly green-tea catechin, have been shown to inhibit both pro- and active-MMP-2 proteins [17], the potential of jute flavonoids as an anti-MMP-2 agent would diversify their use in chemoprophylaxis and overall immunity development as well.

The core FBPs in higher plants generate 6 to 7 major groups of compounds, including flavone, flavonol, flavanone, proanthocyanidin, and anthocyanidin. In land plants, these groups have evolved over 500 million y to cope with stresses like UV radiation, drought, and novel herbivores [18]. However, the evolutionary paths of many of the FBPs genes reveal significant discrepancies with the known plant phylogeny [19], showing different rates and patterns of evolution [20]. The presence of multiple copies of an FBP gene, with proven functional roles for only a few of them, further complicates the task of assigning their sequences to reaction paths and reconstructing a comprehensive gene sequence-based FBP phylogeny.

Therefore, in recent years, species phylogeny based on metabolic diversity has proven to be an effective strategy for retracing the evolutionary courses of metabolic pathways [21]. Such a metabolic pathway-driven phylogeny captures the overall evolutionary signatures that are otherwise missed in single gene-based phylogeny [22]. Many strategies for converting the metabolic data into phylogenetic indices have been developed [21, 23, 24]. However, all these studies essentially dealt with the phylogenetic distribution of species, ignoring the very possibility of classifying the reaction paths to garner additional insights into the evolution of biosynthesis pathways. For a reaction path is controlled by an enzyme and hence its corresponding orthologous gene, such clustering can provide important clues to the evolution of flavonoid groups in land plants, for which we have little phylogenetic evidence.

In this study, we reconstructed and validated the core FBPs in jute, with an objective to investigate the biosynthesis, distribution, and antitumor potential of its flavonoids. Further, we constructed a plant FBP-matrix using the reaction-paths information and analyzed it, in comparison with that of a sequence-based one, to understand the evolution of flavonoids in higher plants. Our results showed that distance-based clustering of pathway information could provide valuable clues to the evolution of metabolic pathways.

Results and Discussion

We provide a compendious description of the jute FBPs integrating transcriptomics and metabolite analyses, thereby generating the first FBP-profile of a flavonoid-rich plant species. The reconstructed jute FBPs (Fig. 1) were characterized by 55 reaction paths involving 40 isoforms of 13 genes (size range: 277–2163 bp; mean coverage in KO0941: 95.8 %) that account for the biosynthesis of all the major flavonoid groups (Table 1S, text ST1, Supporting Information). The majority of these FBP genes had >85 % sequence similarities with that identified in jute genomes (Table 2S, Supporting Information). We identified 2 downstream pathways responsible for anthocyanin biosynthesis in jute – one via cyanidin formation and the other via pelargonidin synthesis (Fig. 1). Moreover, the proanthocyanidin biosynthesis pathways were also active in the young jute stem. While almost all the genes involved in major
Fig. 1 Flavonoid biosynthesis pathways (FBPs) in jute reconstructed from transcriptome and metabolite characterization. Probable reaction paths are marked by dotted arrows. Green-colored metabolites were identified by HPLC in this study. ANR, anthocyanidin reductase; ANS, anthocyanidin synthase; C4H, cinnamate 4-hydroxylase; CCoAOMT, caffeoyl-CoA O-methyltransferase; 4CL, 4-coumarate: CoA ligase; CHS, chalcone synthase; CHI, chalcone isomerase; CYP73A, trans-cinnamate 4-monoxygenase; CYP75B, flavonoid 3-monoxygenase; CYP84A3, coumaroylquinic acid (coumaroylshikimate) 3′-monoxygenase; DFR, dihydroflavonol 4-reductase; F3H, flavanone 3-dioxygenase; FLS, flavonol synthase; FOMT, flavonoid 3′-O-methyltransferase; HCT, shikimate O-hydroxycinnamoyltransferase; LAR, leucoanthocyanidin reductase; PAL, phenylalanine ammonia-lyase; PPO, polyphenol oxidase. For details, refer to Supporting Information (Table 1S).
flavonoids biosyntheses were identified in jute (Fig. 1), flavone synthase II (EC 1.14.19.76) and flavonoid 3', 5'-hydroxylase (EC 1.14.14.81) were surprisingly absent in bast as well as hypocotyl transcriptomes. We could, however, identify a candidate gene in the *C. olitorius* genome (LLWS01000724.1) that had 80.5% sequence similarity with *Theobroma cacao*’s flavonoid 3', 5'-hydroxylase. However, it might not have expressed in jute bast or hypocotyl. Of the 5 key FBP genes (CHS, CHI, HCT, FLS, and ANS), expressions of all except CcFLS1 were down-regulated in *C. olitorius* (Fig. 2a), with CcANS2 recording the highest level of down-regulation (9.4-fold). Since ANS catalyzes the biosyntheses of cyanidin and pelargonidin, we suggest that anthocyanin biosynthesis is more active in *C. capsularis* than in *C. olitorius*. Between the 2 species, *C. capsularis* exhibits wider variation in stem pigmentation and has a higher abiotic stress tolerance [25, 26], which may be due to its anthocyanin-specific metabolic drive. Down-regulations of CcCHS2 (4.4-fold), CcCHI2 (3.3-fold), and CcHCT8 (5.9-fold) also indicated a possible surge of chalcone biosynthesis in *C. capsularis*. On the contrary, CcFLS1 was up-regulated in *C. olitorius* (1.8-fold), suggesting its FBP’s metabolic flux was driven toward higher flavonol biosynthesis.

From the chromatograms of the methanolic leaf extracts (water: methanol, 1:10, v/v), we identified several key flavonoids, including kaempferol, quercetin, rutin, catechin, and luteolin in both jute species. In addition, several phenolics such as gallic acid, vanillic acid, and chlorogenic acid, as well as 2 isoflavonoids, viz., daidzein and genistein, were also present in the extract (Fig. 2b). Previously, Ola et al. did not detect kaempferol, quercetin, or luteolin in *C. olitorius* extracts [9], while Arai et al. [27] detected kaempferol and quercetin but not luteolin. Instead, our results closely agree with the flavonoids detected in the ethanolic extract of *C. olitorius* leaf [10]. However, the methanolic solvent used in this study favored extraction of rutin, catechin, daidzein, and genistein, which was not detected in the ethanolic extract of jute leaf [10]. Although...
Apigenin (3.8 μg/g DW) was detected only in *C. olitorius*, but detection of luteolin in *C. capsularis* may well suggest the biosynthesis of an apigenin precursor in it. A distinct sharp peak for kaempferol was identified from the chromatogram of *C. capsularis*. In contrast, in the case of *C. olitorius*, the peak for quercetin was more prominent (Fig. 2b), indicating that kaempferol is converted readily to quercetin in *C. olitorius* but not in *C. capsularis*. The enzyme FLS drives biosynthesis of both kaempferol and quercetin from dihydrokaempferol and dihydroquercetin, respectively (Fig. 1). Isoforms of FLS from *Camellia sinensis* show differential affinity to dihydrokaempferol and dihydroquercetin [28]; therefore, it may be possible that the FLS gene in *C. olitorius* has more affinity to dihydroquercetin. An upregulation of CcFLS1 in *C. olitorius* suggests that the conversion rate of dihydroquercetin to quercetin might be higher in *C. olitorius*, resulting in more quercetin accumulation.

Fig. 3 Histochemical localization of flavonoid compounds in transverse sections of Corchorus plant tissues using diphenylboric acid 2-aminoethyl ester (DPBA). a) hypocotyl; b) young meristem; c) leaf; d) stem; e) root; f) pod. Arrows indicate deposition of flavonoid compounds. Flavonoids are present mostly under the epidermis in patchy areas. No flavonoid-specific staining could be observed in the root. Orange fluorescence indicates the presence of kaempferol and quercetin; bright yellow fluorescence indicates the presence of naringenin-chalcone. Blue-green fluorescence indicates the presence of other flavonoid and phenolic compounds. X, xylem; P, phloem; C, cambium; E, epidermis; RFB, root fiber bundle; Em, embryo; En, endosperm; SC, seed coat.
Since extraction and chromatographic identification of flavonoids in jute is challenging due to the presence of mucilaginous substances [9], we further complemented chemical analysis with flavonoid histochemistry identifying the major flavonoids and their distribution patterns in different organs. Both phenolics and flavonoids (saponin esters) were localized in hypocotyl tissues as evident by evenly distributed green fluorescence (Fig. 3a), with subsequent yellow-green and bright yellow spots under the epidermal layer in young stem indicating the accumulation of kaempferol and naringenin chalcone, respectively (Fig. 3b). Their increasing intensity and change of color (to brilliant gold) were indicative of the accumulation of both quercetin and kaempferol in the leaf (Fig. 3c) and bast tissues (Fig. 3d). However, with just a pale-green autofluorescence of lignified fiber cells, the root tissues were characterized by the complete absence of flavonoids (Fig. 3e). Though the embryo fluoresced bright green, indicating the presence of relatively high concentrations of phenolics, no such fluorescence was observed in the seed coat (Fig. 3f). While both species exhibited similar phenolics and flavonoid accumulation patterns, total phenolics and flavonoids were higher in C. olitorius (48.5 ± 7.4 mg/g DW) than in C. capsularis (23.3 ± 4.1 mg/g DW), with the former producing more cholorgenic acid, quercetin, rutin, and catechin and the latter producing more kaempferol. The gene expression and chemical analyses posit a flavonol-oriented metabolic drive in C. olitorius with a higher quercetin reserve, making it a more valuable source of dietary and medicinally important flavonoids.

To further elucidate the medicinal importance of jute flavonoids, we examined the MMP-2 inhibitory potential of the flavonoid extracts (see Materials and Methods for details) of jute. As evident from the zymogram (Fig. 4), we obtained higher inhibition of active MMP-2 (72 KD and 64 KD) using the C. olitorius flavonoid extract, and this inhibitory effect was comparable to that obtained using the tea EGCG (positive control). By comparison, the inhibitory effect of the C. capsularis flavonoid extract on active MMP-2 was less pronounced, suggesting partial inhibition of MMP-2 activity. We further confirmed the presence and composition of MMP-2 fractions by western blotting using human/mouse MMP-2-specific monoclonal antibodies. Flavonoids like catechin, apigenin, quercetin, and genistein block MMP activity [29]. Quercetin also downregulates MMP-2 activity in the presence and composition of MMP-2 fractions by western blot-
Fig. 5  Phylogenetic and cluster analysis of FBP s. a) Comparison of topological features of the FBP-phylogeny (computed using Jaccard’s similarity coefficient and neighbor-joining) with the CHI phylogeny (computed using maximum likelihood) generated using phylo.io (https://phylo.io/). In the color-coded similarity scale (0 to 1), a score of 1 denotes identical subtree structures of corresponding nodes in the 2 trees. An expanded view of the 2 trees with bootstrap support and details of species notations used are provided in Supporting Information (Table 5S, Fig. 2S). b) NJ-clustering of reaction path-based FBP matrix using Pearson’s correlation coefficient. Enzymes corresponding to the reaction paths (x1–x81, Table 4S) are indicated by names and Enzyme Commission (EC) numbers. Flavonoid groups biosynthesized from the reactions are marked within boxes. Details of the reaction path notations (x1 to x81) are provided in Table 4S, supporting information.
in plants [32] and orthogroup-based evolutionary pattern of anthocyanin biosynthesis pathway genes [33]. The grouping of the precursor phenylpropanoid pathway enzymes (CCoAOMT, CYP73A, and HCT) and FBP entry-point enzymes (CHI and CHS) at the root of over 90 species (Table S5, Supporting Information) including P. patens suggested their early evolution in lower plants. Interestingly, reaction paths involving flavonol (90 species) and flavanone biosynthesis (89 species) were found to be clustered close to these basal groups, thereby providing an evolutionary basis for the almost ubiquitous presence of these compounds in diverse plant lineages (> Fig. 5b). Since proanthocyanidins and anthocyanidins – characterized by 5 reaction-path classes representing 6 enzymes – were classified almost at a similar distance scale, these compounds might have evolved much later than the chalcones. Species belonging to Brassicaceae, Cleomaceae, Cucurbitaceae, Orchidaceae, and Pedaliaceae, including P. patens, were characterized by the complete absence of the LAR reaction paths (63 species). At the same time, the reaction path that converts kaempferol to quercetin was absent in 52 species, including the basal angiosperms (Amborellaceae, Funariaceae, and Selaginellaceae) and many eudicots (Asteraceae, Brassicaceae, and Cucurbitaceae). The ubiquitous presence of the genes encoding the upstream FBP enzymes (CHS, CHI, and FS) across taxa and family-specific loss of downstream FBP genes (AS and LAR) suggest that the upstream genes have a greater effect over FBP evolution than the downstream ones, which is a hallmark of adaptive evolution [34].

Conclusion

Here, we demonstrated the potential of integrating genomic tools and metabolite screening in characterizing the FBPs. We showed that a complete core FBP is present in the 2 cultivated jute species. Modulation of gene expression created a flavonol-oriented metabolic drive in C. olitorius, thereby increasing its nutritional and medicinal value, particularly as an MMP-2 inhibitor. In contrast, C. capsularis FBP is oriented toward producing chalcones and anthocyanins, which provide higher abiotic stress tolerance and pigment variation. Phylogenetic investigations suggested an adaptive evolution of the FBP in higher plants that could account for the differences in FBP modulation in these two closely related species. Finally, we describe a novel reaction-path-based clustering approach and demonstrate its utility in resolving the evolution of the flavonoid groups.

Materials and Methods

Chemical and reagents

All the chemicals and reagents used in the experiments were of analytical purity. Compounds used as standards, DPBA, and ECGG were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. FastStart Essential DNA Green Master was procured from Roche Life Science. Kits for RNA isolation and first-strand cDNA synthesis were obtained from ThermoFisher Scientific.

Plant material and growth conditions

We used the 2 cultivated jute species, C. capsularis cv. JRC-212 and C. olitorius cv. JRO-524, for gene expression studies and metabolite profiling. Their pure (breeder) seeds were obtained from Central Seed Research Station for Jute & Allied Fibres, Burdwan, India and selfed in isolation to develop single-plant progenies. Plants were grown in randomized blocks with 3 replications at the research farm of ICAR-Central Research Institute for Jute and Allied Fibres, Barackpore, India, and recommended crop management practices were followed to raise a healthy crop [13]. Leaves harvested from 30-day-old plants were dried in an incubator to constant weight at 50°C for 24 h. Dried samples were ground to a fine mesh and processed for flavonoids extraction.

Flavonoids characterization

Flavonoids were extracted from leaf (50 mg dry weight) following Ola et al. [9] in 10 ml of water/methanol (1:10, v/v) as a solvent in a shaker-incubator (28°C for 24 h, 50 rpm). The residue was re-extracted, and the extracted samples were pooled and stored at −20°C until further analysis. Samples were filtered using a 0.2 μm nylon syringe filter (Phenomenex), and the filtrate was loaded into an HPLC (Agilent 1220) coupled with a C-18 RP column (125 × 4 mm) and photo-diode array detector (WL 280 nm). The separation was performed with a gradient of formic acid in water (0.1 %, v/v) (solvent A) and in acetonitrile (0.1 %, v/v) (solvent B), with a flow rate of 1 mL min⁻¹ and column temperature of 35°C. The gradient program was as follows: 15 % B A linear, 0–12 min; 50 % B A linear, 12–35 min; 85 % B A linear, 35–45 min; 15 % B A linear, 45–50 min, and a final plateau of 10 min. Chromatograms of 11 standard phenolic and flavonoid compounds (purity >98%) were developed for the identification of chromatographic peaks based on their comparative retention times and quantified using the calibration curve (standards) as suggested [29]. For localization of flavonoids in different tissues, free-hand cross-sections were treated with saturated (0.25 %) DPBA for 5–15 min in the dark [39], visualized under a fluorescent microscope (Olympus) fitted with a FITC filter (excitation 450–490 nm, suppression LP 515 nm) and photographed immediately with CCD camera (Teledyne Qimaging). Thirty representative samples were examined for each tissue, and the flavonoid classes were identified based on a color code [39].

Gene identification and pathway construction

Bast transcriptome of C. capsularis cv. JRC-212 (DDBJ/EMBL/GenBank accession: GBS00000000.1), as characterized earlier [35], was used to identify the unigenes encoding the FBP enzymes followed by their validation using its corresponding hypocotyl transcriptome (DDBJ/EMBL/GenBank accession: GCNR00000000.1) [36]. Corresponding genomic regions were identified from C. capsularis cv. CVL-1 (accession: AWWV01000000.1) and C. olitorius cv. JRO-524 (accession: LLWS00000000.1) genome assemblies using NCBI BLAST (E-value < 10⁻5). Conserved amino acid motifs, protein domains, active sites, and gene ontology functions of their annotated proteins were identified using InterPro (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro). The selected unigenes were mapped to the KEGG database using BLASTx (E-value < 10⁻5) [37]. Finally, the jute FBP was reconstructed using the KEGG pathway KO00941.
Gene expression analysis

Total RNA was extracted from 20-day-old JRC-212 and JRO-524 using TRIzol and PureLink RNA Mini Kit (Invitrogen), according to Chakraborty et al. [35]. After isolation, RNA was treated with RNase-Free DNase for 30 min at 37 °C, quantified using NanoDrop 8000 UV–Vis Spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and tested for quality using Agilent’s RNA 6000 Pico Kit. The RNA samples were reverse-transcribed using RevertAid H Minus First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit, following the manufacturer’s instructions (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Five randomly selected unigenes mapped in KEGG FBP repertoire (https://www.genome.jp/kegg-bin/show_paths?map00941) as on 29.10.2020; (/ = 1, ..., 93 including the 2 jute species) and \( n \) is the number of reaction paths (\( j = 1, ..., 81 \)), according to Heymans and Singh [24]. However, instead of their EC (enzyme commission) number-based matrix [24], we used the reaction path as a variable because different enzymes having the same EC might not be orthologous, while the enzymes catalyzing the same reaction path in the KEGG pathway are orthologous. The CHS-catalyzed reactions in each species were considered to be present (1) by default. We then built a species similarity matrix (SS) using Jaccard’s similarity coefficient from \( N \) and reconstructed a phylogenetic tree (FBP-tree) using neighbor-joining (NJ), with 10,000 bootstraps using PAST v4.03 [43]. The species tree was rooted using Physcomitrium patens as an outgroup.

Gene sequence-based phylogeny reconstruction

To compare the pathway-based versus gene sequence-based evolution, we reconstructed a sequence-based phylogenetic tree of CHI, a key gene involved in the early FBP reaction paths. We selected 93 CHI orthologs as listed in KEGG (one from each species), aligned their amino acid sequences using MUSCLE manually removing the gaps, trimmed the alignment with BMGE and reconstructed an ML tree (CHI-tree), with \( P. patens \) as an outgroup, using discrete gamma model and 1,000 bootstraps in PhyML 3.0 as implemented in NGPhylogeny.fr [44]. The topological similarities between the FBP-tree and the CHI-tree were visually compared using tree comparison using the best corresponding nodes implemented in Phylojo [45], a web-based tree comparison tool. Robinson-Foulds distance [46] was calculated to quantify the similarity of the 2 trees.

Clustering of flavonoid groups

To understand the evolution of the flavonoid groups, we clustered the reaction paths taking species as a variable. Since the number of reaction paths was different for each species, we created a normalized distance matrix \( (N') \) of the reaction paths by dividing the species scores \( (n_i) \) of the original distance matrix \( (N) \) with the mean value of its path. As \( N' \) was no longer binary, it was converted to a Pearson correlation coefficient-based distance matrix to compute a neighbor-joining (NJ) tree with 10,000 bootstraps using PAST v4.03 [43]. The tree was rooted from the entry-point reaction of the KEGG FBP (cinnamoyl-CoA to coumaroyl-CoA).

Statistical analysis

The gene identification and pathway characterization studies were performed using stringent e-values (expect value, \( E < 10^{-5} \)) following the BLAST program guideline. Gene expression (3 replicates) was compared using relative gene expression over the control using Pfaffl’s “\( E \)-method” [36]. The results of HPLC analysis (4 replicates) are presented as the mean ± SD (SEM, 95%). Statistical analyses for diversity and phylogeny were performed using likelihood test and bootstrap analysis, as described in the previous section.

Supporting Information

Text ST1: Outline of the jute FBP; Table 1S: KEGG mapped FBP genes identified from \( C. capsularis \) transcriptome; Table 2S: Genomic locations of KEGG mapped FBP genes; Table 3S. Primers used for ex-
pression analysis of selected FBP genes; Table 4S: FBP Reaction path notations; Table 5S: Linnaean classification of the species used for FBP matrix construction and phylogenetic analysis; Fig. 1S: Expanded view of the FBP-phylogeny; Fig. 2S: Expanded view of the CHI phylogeny.
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